Introducing HRT Insights, a new analytics
platform driven by our strategy to support
members in improving healthcare outcomes. The
Health Roundtable, with our partners Berkeley
Research Group (BRG), have created an
environment for collaboration and informed
decision making through insights and knowledge.
The HRT Insights platform will enable our
members to view and drilldown on a balanced
scorecard of hospital performance metrics,
including clinical quality, patient safety,
operational efficiency and financial opportunities.

Mobilising healthcare solutions
through insights and
collaboration
HRT Insights is powered by DRIVE, a BRG
technology. BRG bring to the table shared
values and access to a leading technology.
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Key Performance Indicators available:
 Relative Stay Index (RSI)
 Predictive analysis: HDxSMR mortality
 Hospital Acquired Complications
(HACs)
 Emergency readmissions within 28
days
 Australian national standards
 Costing
 Emergency department

Key Applications

Workflow

Visualise your hospital
performance, with
simpler user interaction

Focus on what matters;
then drive collaboration
and identification of
solutions

By placing the customer experience and
human interaction to forefront of delivering
real change in healthcare outcomes.

Join us at HRT INSIGHTS!

Data Integration: HRT INSIGHTS ensures that robust data from multiple data sources is appropriately leveraged to
produce the most meaningful analysis. Your data is thoughtfully blended to produce analytics that provide control and
knowledge throughout the organisation.
Ease of Use: While your data may be difficult to work with, Analytics is not. Visually driven, with simple user interaction,
and drill-down ability, a user can quickly understand the objective, the opportunity and the answer to any question
they may need to answer.
Investigative: Reporting is obsolete. Stakeholders must be empowered to understand, research, and investigate areas
where meaningful change can be achieved. Analytics does this through its dynamic “top down” approach to analytics
that provides summary level answers and record-specific information in the same view.

Join us at HRT INSIGHTS!

INSIGHTS APPLICATION KEY FEATURES
An Insights “hub” that is customisable for each user’s most important content.
Insights can be launched from any application in the platform – including and beyond Analytics.
Email integration allows on-the-go collaboration, or in-platform communication when deeper investigation is needed.
Optimised for mobile consumption so that insights do not need to stop just because you are not by your computer.
Drives collaboration and rapid identification of opportunities and issues.
Provides a mechanism for performance improvement accountability throughout company operations
Allows direct engagement with HRT experts – during or after a project, near or far – to solve problems, answer questions
and provide industry leading best practice and expertise.

Join us at HRT INSIGHTS!

BRG provides independent advice and analysis to individuals and
organisations around the world. Our clients rely on our ability to
apply technology to answer complex questions in a simple way,
solve business problems and provide clear, valuable solutions.
To solve a problem in today’s competitive marketplace, it is
critical to make sense of vast amounts of information. At BRG, we
believe that a superior command of data drives superior results.
And that’s what we do, every day.

BRG DRIVE™ is BRG’s Analytics as a Service platform, created to
help our clients and consulting teams create and sustain results.
Providing clients with an innovative, multi-faceted insight creation
platform; DRIVE harnesses and integrates all of a client’s
dashboards, scorecards and analytics to allow both BRG and Client
experts to create actionable insights from disparate raw data. In
addition to the core analytic and insight functionality, DRIVE
contains a robust application set that can be used to create
information, manage workflows, monitor an organisation’s key
metrics and store curate, qualitative information among several
other functions. All applications are tightly interwoven to
seamlessly and easily help our clients harness the most important
information to drive informed business decisions.
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